Discover Octoral.

DISCOVER INCREDIBLE
BLENDING
TA875 Fade Out Thinner
Octoral continuously develops products to reduce process times, increase profitability and customer
satisfaction. The TA875 is our newest introduction aimed to drive body shop efficiency and overall repair
process times.
The new Octoral TA875 Fade-Out Thinner liquid
provides an incredibly easy fade-out process. Its
introduction enhances the Octoral portfolio and
complements the current TA875 Fade-Out Thinner
aerosol within the assortment.

HOW TO ORDER
TA875 Fade Out Thinner is available now. The
information you will need to order this product is
summarised below.

The liquid adaptation is easy to mix; it can be mixed
with any Octoral Clears or 2K Topcoats, creating
a high-quality finish. It has outstanding wetting
properties, melting flawlessly into the blended
area and creating a level transition into the existing
finish, making the repair area invisible. The Fade-Out
Thinner liquid can be applied in multiple layers.
As part of the TA875 Fade-Out Thinner liquid
introduction, the TA855 2K Spot Repair Thinner will be
rationalised. This product will no longer be available
to purchase once stock levels have depleted.

TA875
FADE OUT THINNER
Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

TA875

304109001
1L
6

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Simple mixing

Seamlessly melts when mixed with any Octoral Clears or 2K Topcoats

Spray properties

Good flow and levelling for incredible results

Wetting up properties

Increases confidence during the topcoat fade-out process

Gloss finish

An invisible repair is possible as a result of the product formulation, giving
an excellent repair

Precision in finishing

Multiple layers can be applied

Ideal for multiple repair jobs

Increases productivity and efficiency

A brand by

FIND OUT MORE
To find out how we can help you make your local launch of
the Octoral TA875 Fade Out Thinner even more successful,
please contact your local Octoral Sales Representative.

